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ECONOMY, JOBS AND FAIR WORK COMMITTEE 

BUSINESS SUPPORT INQUIRY 

SUBMISSION FROM Dr Siobhán Jordan, Director, Interface 

This submission on behalf of Interface which provides companies and organisations 
(including social enterprises) with a central point of access to the expertise available in 
Scotland’s Higher Education, Research Institutions and colleges.  Our core mission is “to 
enable business-academic collaborations for economic and societal benefit”.  The impartial 
business support service that Interface provides directly supports Scotland’s Economic 
Strategy by increasing competitiveness and fostering innovation by matching business to 
academic expertise.  We have a pan-Scotland remit and while funded through the Scottish 
Funding Council, Scottish Enterprise and Highlands & Islands Enterprise our activity across 
the country whether rural or urban reflects local needs.  

We have responded to a subset of the questions outlined below – based on our 
experiences of interaction with the Business Gateway teams working across Scotland. 

5. Can you give the Committee examples of how Business Gateway is helping existing

businesses to grow; for example - starting to export, innovate or employ more staff?

Over the period from August 2016 to July 2017 Interface presented 470 enquiry 
specifications from businesses to Scotland’s universities and research institutes seeking 
relevant expertise, knowledge and specialist facilities.  These enquiries are secured by 
Interface through several different channels, with 67 [14%] as a result of a referral from the 
Business Gateway teams in Scotland.   

Enquiries from Business Gateway offices are drawn from a wide range of industry 
sectors.  Of the 67 expertise searches 8 referrals have come from Highlands and Islands, 
with the remaining 59 from the rest of Scotland.  Enquiries have been from companies in a 
broad range of sectors e.g. Food and Drink, Creative Industries, Tourism, Engineering and 
Life Sciences.   In addition, the academic disciplines supporting innovation in these 
companies are wide ranging from chemistry to engineering to arts and social sciences.  

The impacts on the businesses from these referrals are best demonstrated through two 
case studies to show the customer journey from Business Gateway to Interface and the 
outcomes for businesses: 

TransK9, based in Dumfries and Galloway, is a family run company set up in 2003 by 
Sharon and Robert Marshall who supply dog cages and transit boxes to be fitted in the rear 
of vehicles. The TransK9 boxes are constructed from high grade aluminium, with heavy 
duty galvanised steel doors. Their customers range from domestic users to the UK’s top 
gundog trainers and handlers, police constabularies, security companies through to 
numerous veterinary practices. In addition, they export to the USA and Europe. 

https://interface-online.org.uk/
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It is very important to the company to provide quality, tested and proven materials and 
components in their cages and boxes to ensure the safety of their clients’ dogs. Therefore, 
they were keen to collaborate with a university partner to: 

 crash test the safety of the boxes by setting up mock car crash conditions
 identify any damage to the boxes that would be harmful to the safety of the dog(s)
 evaluate the durability and condition of the dog box at various driving speeds
 ensure that after a crash, the doors of the boxes could still be opened, and the

dog(s) can be released safely
 measure impact on human passengers sitting in rear seats

Following an introduction from Business Gateway, Interface was able to set up a 
collaboration with the University of the West Scotland’s Engineering Department in Paisley 
to crash test TransK9’s latest dog cage.  

“The benefits were noticed immediately, in our first full year since undertaking the crash 
testing our UK sales rose by a staggering 39%; we are now into our second year and we 
are anticipating another increase in sales of at least 20% for this period. We would without 
any hesitation collaborate again with the University of the West of Scotland, their expertise 
has greatly benefited our business, not only here in the UK but worldwide.” TransK9 
Director, Robert Marshall 

Bright Red Publishing is an Edinburgh based multi-award winning independent publishing 
company which develops and produces high quality Study Guides for the new National 4, 
National 5, CfE Higher and Advanced Higher qualifications.  Through a referral from 
Business Gateway to Interface, Bright Red Publishing collaborated with Edinburgh Napier 
University to create a unique on-line Digital Zone to further support students and teachers 
during a time of immense educational change in Scotland. 

The original aim of the project was to create a prototype interactive testing system.  The 
tests were to be developed in one subject area initially (Physics), to support the new 
qualifications being introduced in Scottish schools in 2013. The project, funded by a 
Scottish Funding Council £5k Innovation Voucher, achieved this and delivered much more 
besides including: 

 On-line study support environment which the company can easily update
 On-line tests with drag-and-drop games
 On-line videos, links and activities for related material
 Calculators for worked examples

Building on the success of their original collaboration, Bright Red Publishing and Edinburgh 
Napier University applied for, and received a Follow-On Innovation Voucher for £20k, which 
the company matched in cash.  The key challenge for the follow-on project was to scale-up 
the integration of fun elements and challenging on-line materials from within the area of 
Physics to a wider range of subject areas for National 5, Higher and Advanced Higher 
grade books, creating innovative web-based materials to reinforce textbook learning. 

The Digital Zone, launched in 2016, has more than 60,000 registered users and two million 
tests taken. Feedback from both students and teachers has been excellent. In 2017 Bright 
Red Publishing announced further development to the Digital Zone to incorporate GOAL 
(Game Of Active Learning) which is being designed in collaboration with Professor 
Buchanan funded through a Scottish Enterprise SMART award. 

http://www.brightredbooks.net/
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As can be seen from the case studies, the companies are seamlessly supported by 
Business Gateway and Interface teams to establish R&D collaborations with Scottish 
academia thereby being able to prove early stage concepts and deliver return on the 
bottom line. 

Other sources of advice and support 

7. What are the alternative sources of advice, funding and support available to

Scotland’s businesses at a local level?

Since 2005 Interface have supported over 4200 businesses, introducing over 2700 
businesses to academic partners from which over 1700 collaborative projects have been 
initiated.  Interface’s focused business to academic brokerage role includes: 

 Bespoke translation and brokerage to match business requirements and academic
expertise

 Facilitation of collaborative projects between businesses and researchers through
knowledge sharing and co-creation of solutions to support the development and
commercialisation of new products and processes

 Establishing multi-party transformative collaborative projects where groups of
businesses and academics look to solve industry wide challenges

 Access to the universities’ specialist facilities with assistance, training and
knowledge from in-house trained experts to help companies create, develop, test
and analyse

 Access to cutting edge and cost-effective technologies through the showcase
website University Technology.com

 Advice on innovation related funding streams – most notably the SFC Innovation
Voucher scheme

The Scottish Funding Council offer a number of funding programmes through the 
Innovation Voucher schemes, which are administered by Interface, to offset the cost for 
businesses collaborating with Scotland's universities or further education colleges to 
develop new products, services and processes through R&D projects. All Scottish Small 
and Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs) are eligible for these funding streams which offer 
between £5000 - £20,000 to encourage first time and sustained relationships with 
academia. 

The Interface approach is firmly aligned with the Scottish Government’s agenda as laid out 
in Scotland’s Economic Strategy and Scotland Can Do Innovation Plan. The world leading 
research and skills in Scotland’s Universities and Colleges provide a strong foundation for 
the ambition for the development of an innovation-driven inclusive economy and is 
supported by evidence collected from a series of independent evaluations of Interface 
following consultations with local businesses and University and College stakeholders.   

Across Scotland it is estimated that to date collaborative projects supported by Interface 
have enabled Scottish businesses to generate £64.2m GVA/annum for the Scottish 
economy and that this activity supports around 1,060 Scottish jobs.  If businesses’ 
expectations about future performance are realised, then the economic impact attributable 
to Interface could increase to £195.3m GVA/annum.  This level of activity could support 
around 3,481 jobs [Source:  BiGGAR Economics Economic Impact of Interface 2017].  
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9. What other business support services (beyond the Business Gateway) are provided

by local authorities and how important are they to local businesses?

As outlined in Question 7, Interface provides service to local businesses on a pan-Scotland 

basis.  This service enables local businesses to tap into the world leading knowledge, 

expertise, technologies and specialist facilities within Scotland’s Universities, Research 

Institutes and Colleges.  The service is unique – there is no similar support service working 

across all academic disciplines and responding to the needs of all businesses regardless of 

geography and industry sector. 

We would welcome a greater level of proactive engagement from regional Business 

Gateway offices to develop further opportunities with Interface as the business 

support services offered by our organisations are highly complementary, offer 

support to businesses in a joined-up manner and as demonstrated through case 

studies provide real impacts for businesses.  




